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WHO ARE THESE PEOPLE?

• Eric G Noriega, Sr Cloud Architect
• Vickie Y Shen, Sr Cloud Engineer
- Professionals focused on automation and cloud operations.
- OpenShift deployment and integration experience.
- Conduct technology training for Docker and Red Hat on Docker 

containerization and Ansible related topics.
- Members of the Booz Allen Hamilton, Strategic Innovation Group.



What became apparent to us:
Often a move to 
Containerization, 

occurs at the same 
time as Cloud 

adoption.

OpenShift is a broad 
technology, and it’s 
success depends on 

organizational 
change as much as 

pure technical 
knowledge.

Some organizations 
may not be able, or 

willing, to tackle 
both issues at the 

same time.

A higher level of 
change can create 
greater risk to the 

adoption.

Lead time on 
internal projects 

tends to be longer

Why look at this issue? …we 
like to optimize our processes.



INTRO
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WHAT MAKES A CLOUD?
• As always, many standards
• We mostly mean a public cloud provider
• For us, two big characteristics:
- Automation – the ability to deploy technologies without manual intervention
- Self-service – the ability to request changes without working directly with other people

• OpenShift uses IaaS for it’s operation, and provides as well as integrates with PaaS services. 
• You could have a cloud on premise, which is not what we mean by “Cloud” or “On-premise” here. J



REAL WORLD: CLOUD ENVIRONMENTS
• Many “ready to be integrated” services provided by Cloud providers
• Level of adoption -
- First steps tend to be one team with full access
- Tends to evolve into tighter security requirements, and more separate roles/responsibilities 

integrated into the environment
- More integration with customer’s networks over time
- Basically, IT tends to try and turn the cloud into something closer in operation to existing IT 

environments.

• Each service has an SLA; can you combine these into the availability/SLOs you need?



ON-PREMISE
• More complicated due to legacy
• Written procedures are often less developed; they are in-house “notes” in many cases. 
- Are there standards the organization works to? Check. (HIPPA, PCI, etc.)

• Access controls tend to be through organization contacts, less centralized
- Project might devolve into a large number of service requests.

• Few “ready to be integrated” services provided.  That said, much of the work covering your SLOs may 
have already been done for you.

• More Silos



WHAT IS A SILO?

• Organizational construct
• Efficient response to current processes and configuration
• Bad at change

Image source: Wikipedia, CC, https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/b/b6/Information_silo.png



CHANGE: PEOPLE PROCESSES
• OpenShift targets a devops process model
• Devops is disruptive (that’s the point)
• Lots of ownership issues
- OpenShift controls many technologies taking away ownership from Silos
- Dev model focuses on rapid deployment requiring OpenShift to manage allocation of resources as 

much as possible
• Lots of educational work
- New constructs; need to understand Kubernetes artifact lifecycles; containerization



HOW MUCH DO YOU WANT TO TAKE ON?
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Containers

OpenShift

Cloud



AUTOMATION!!!
• Booz Allen Hamilton leverages automation in standup
- Both the environment as well as the clusters

• Allows repeat patterns
• Allow us to get to the hard parts faster
- Agile adoption
- DevOps practice
- Broad Cloud adoption
- Governance
- Pipelining

• Enables easier recovery and maintenance
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PLANNING IS KEY
• It’s time to execute! Do you have the time?
• Build Spec
• Gather the tech owners



KEY DIFFERENCES IN THE PLANNING

On-prem install Cloud based
What do you need? What is available? Capacity à cost analysis

• Review current environment
• Plan new environment; key to buy in. 
- This is often called gap analysis or AS-IS, can also be part of a roadmap.

• Create a build specification 
- Also used to build an Ansible inventory
- Ex: DNS names, IP addresses, VMs
- Get a list of ALL networks!
- Do you have the bandwidth to pull the artifacts?

• Build a punchlist; get your procedures in place



KEY DIFFERENCES IN THE PLANNING, CONT.

On-prem install Cloud based
What do you need? What is available? Capacity + cost analysis

On-prem install Cloud based
Who does the tasks? Often tasked to silos Often managed by a single group 

(or you)

• List of roles and responsibilities
- This can be RACI, but it is mostly to make sure all the bodies are available when needed.

• Have actual people contacts when possible
• Plan to meet with all tech owners together once
• If there is a ticket system, what is it, how do you access it?



THE BASICS
Compute
Storage 
Networking



OFTEN OVERLOOKED: THE BASE IMAGE
• Oh the tails of woe – when using a “baked image.”
- Or half-baked as it may be… 

• Also STIGs

• Also Virus Scanners
• Also file system layout
• On-prem: image can be laden with scanners and standards.
• Cloud: image is often cleaner, but are the tools in place to manage updates and security?
• Either way you need a process to manage the image…



COMPUTE
• On-prem: Often a hypervisor
- How to avoid hardware failure.  Clouds do 

this in their design, but has this been done in 
the datacenter?

- Capacity in the environment for scaling and 
updates.

- Maximum size of the underlying node is the 
vertical scaling limit.

• Cloud: So many choices…
- Lots of instance sizes, licensing becomes 

important!
- Hardware failure and zone failure is avoidable, 

but you need to pay attention.
o Luckily a lot of the work is handled by the 

install tailoring if you do it.



STORAGE
- Always a “big” decision
- On-prem, it tends to be a choice of what is 

available, and supported already.
o A new service means more lead time.
o More storage needed means purchasing 

equipment.

• Cloud has lots of options, most datacenters only 
a few.
- In cloud it’s matter of so many choice.  Affects 

how the storage can be used at the application 
level.
o Storage classes to the rescue. (PV)
o Depends on how the storage acts in the 

environment.

• Registry storage works great using blob storage, 
which is usually available in cloud.



NETWORKING
• On-prem, lots of legacy LANs and we need 

some network IP space.
- Who’s got the spreadsheet?
- Plenty of risk of overlap

• Enough IPs available?
• Remember: Get the list of all the Networks!
• Load balancing: might have an F5, or build your 

own (HA-proxy).

• In the cloud, we have control over the network 
design
- …except if there is a datacenter bridge in 

place.
• Load balancing: a service in cloud



NETWORKING - DNS
On-prem – it’s in the hands 
of a group or a person. 
They’re the gatekeeper, as 
well as the resource.

Cloud – it’s often yours to 
configure if you can be 
granted a delegation

This is not set in stone, 
especially with external facing 
names.  There is a reputational 
risk that many organizations 
rightly fear.

Either way, is there a 
comfort level with 
“*.mycorp.com” ?



COST CONTROL AND ALLOCATION

• The purest manifestation of “CapEx vs OpEx”
- Cloud is payed via Operation Expenditures
- On-Premise datacenters run on Capital expenditure

• OpenShift design can affect the amount of outlay significantly
- License
- Cloud: pay as you go; often you can reduce cost by spot instances, or scaling down.
- On-Prem: Equipment is already purchased, so less thought to costs, even though they are there.

• Cloud technologies and costs will change over time and require periodic evaluations (cost creep)



COMMONALITIES BETWEEN BOTH ENVIRONMENTS
• What’s the same either way?
- Well, the cluster itself! – Same cluster roles; Same development environment.

• The deployment process requires planning in either case.

• Certificate management
- We care about the console
- Applications tend to get their own certs
o Wildcard might be the exception, but it’s a blanket mechanism.

- Only difference is that the cloud providers can allocate certs if you are not set up to do so.  Otherwise 
it’s the same either way.

• Logging & Metrics
• Authentication



TAKEAWAYS
On-prem involves more 
people, and involves more 
interaction. 

Benefit is you have more 
experts.

On-prem has a longer lead 
time to plan.

On-prem ties closer to 
existing operations and 
processes. More might be 
done for you.

Cloud depends to some 
degree on the organizations 
existing experience with the 
provider. 

Less maturity means more work 
for you. In some cases 
organizational processes might 
not be defined.
Greater maturity means more 
existing process to follow.

Automate early and often

Get your plan together
What you need
Who does what
Figure out the cost early, and 
get buy in

Watch out for scope creep
High levels of change can be 
hard to manage



CHANGE THE 
WORLD. ROLL 

WITH US.
www.boozallen.com/apply
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